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Welcome 
to Hickory.

At Hickory we believe in doing things 
differently, and challenging the status quo 
of everything we do.

For almost 30 years we have continually 
invested in researching and developing 
systems, people and products to 
improve the way we build. As a result, 
we’ve become one of the largest multi-
unit builders in Australia, building our 
success through strong partnerships with 
our customers, a solid set of values, and 
unrivalled excellence in project execution.

We use a combination of self-
performance, standardised processes 
and the knowledge and expertise of  
1000 construction professionals to 
mitigate risk on high-rise projects and 
consistently deliver quality outcomes. 

These qualities are backed by a proven 
track record in delivering tall buildings 
that have become iconic landmarks 
on the Melbourne skyline. From initial 
project feasibility, to project start up, site 
establishment, building works and client 
handover, our documented “Hickory 
Way” methodology enables a matchless 
benchmark for delivery. 

Hickory is at the forefront of innovation 
and new technologies and through our 
associated divisions - Hickory Building 
Systems, Sync bathroom pods, Crane 
Logistics, Hickory Structures, Fit-out 
and Façades - we are proud to be able 
to offer our clients integrated, turn-key 
project solutions.

Our vision is to make every project 
the best we’ve ever built and our 

people the best they can be.

Leading innovation for almost 30 years.

The Conservatory, Melbourne
The Conservatory is a 42 level residential tower for Malaysian 

developer UEM Sunrise. Comprising 446 one, two, three 
bedroom and penthouse apartments over a 7 level podium, the 
development features a unique glass façade with feature crown, 

punctuated by angulated fin details and terraced gardens. 
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Leadership.
Fourth generation builders, Michael 
and George Argyrou, founded Hickory 
in 1991. Since then, the business has 
steadily evolved from a family owned 
company to one of Australia’s leading 
construction groups.

We take pride in our integrative 
management approach, with company 
directors involved in key decisions across 
every project. 

Loyalty, commitment and transparency 
between our staff, customers and 
suppliers form the foundation on which 
exceptional value and quality is delivered 
to our clients. 
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Michael Argyrou
Director

George Abraham 
Managing Director

Steve Stavrou
Commercial Director

George Argyrou
Director

Kin Law 
Estimating Director

Eddie Pallotta
SYNC Operations Director 

James Margaritis
Bid Manager

Hickory’s business 
is founded on the 
expertise, character 
and experience of its 
employees, and the 
shared commitment 
to delivering what we 
promise.
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The “Hickory Way” methodology provides 
a benchmark for delivery. Throughout 
the construction life cycle, from initial 
concept design and project planning 
through to procurement, construction 
and customer handover, Hickory’s 
commitment to collaboration, forward 
planning, and getting it ‘right the first 
time’ is paramount.

This puts us a step ahead throughout 
the project, maintaining a productive 
workflow using master schedules, 
planning and subcontractor workshops  
to meet our delivery commitment in a 
coordinated and controlled way. 

PROJECT SUPPORT
 ■ Programming
 ■ Estimating
 ■ Finance
 ■ Marketing
 ■ Admin / IT
 ■ Legal
 ■ HSE&Q
 ■ Customer Care

MANUFACTURING
 ■ Hickory Building 

Systems Pty Ltd
 ■ SYNC Bathrooms

Chris Hatzopoulos  
Engineering Manager

Danny Pegorin 
Façades Manager 

Liz Holzschuster
HSEQ Manager 

Poly Kiosses 
General Counsel

OPERATIONS
 ■ Project 

Management
 ■ Structures
 ■ Façades
 ■ Crane Logistics
 ■ Plant Hire
 ■ Fitout & Joinery
 ■ Design & 

Engineering

Chris Ong
SYNC Commercial Director 

Leadership Team

Operating Structure  
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We believe uniting seasoned construction 
employees with talented new recruits, 
coupled with an executive team that leads 
by example fosters our unique culture of 
innovation, learning and growth. 

This formula has been crucial to retaining 
a loyal, enthusiastic and long-standing 
workforce, and key to our ability to deliver 
award-winning projects time and time 
again. 

Our teams comprise of some of 
Melbourne’s most experienced 
construction professionals. Many of 
our key team members have over 30 
years experience in the industry, been 
with Hickory for over 15 years and have 
been responsible for delivering some of 
Melbourne’s most iconic landmarks.

Our Graduate Program that is designed 
to develop the skills and confidence of 
our future leaders.

Hickory Building Graduates participate 
in a range of structured events and 
opportunities designed to fast-track their 
professional development, learning and 
career.

The success of this approach is evident, 
with many of our Graduates progressing 
confidently into management positions 
within a just a few years of joining Hickory.

“We pride ourselves 
on developing the 
industry’s most 
capable, confident and 
hands-on construction 
professionals.”

Great Culture, 
Great Company.



Hickory has over 29 years of robust 
and stable financial performance. 
Since its inception in 1991 Hickory has 
consistently grown its turnover year 
on year, irrespective of the prevailing 
business cycle.

This organic growth has been driven by a 
combination of steady increases in project 
sizes, a growing and diversified base of 
repeat clients and, above all, prudent 
project and financial management. 

Hickory’s balance sheet is well 
capitalised, with our net assets built up 
over time through retaining earnings and 
limiting dividends. We maintain good 
relationships with all of Australia’s major 
banks and have substantial security 
facilities in place, having never had a 
security called in our operating history. 

Hickory has delivered several billion dollars in 
construction works. Our organic growth over 
the last 29 years has been driven by a steady 
increase in project size, a focus on customer 
retention and prudent project and financial 
management.

Financial 
Performance.

To reduce reliance on Bank Guarantees 
and Bond Security, and to free up 
capacity for business growth, we also 
have significant trade finance, working 
capital and asset finance facilities in 
place.

Our commitment to mitigating risk and 
consistently delivering quality projects 
on time and within budget has allowed 
the business to enjoy stable growth, 
substantially locking away forward 
earnings and shielding our business from 
up/down industry cycles.
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Hotel Chadstone, Chadstone
Hotel Chadstone is a five-star luxury hotel operated by MGallery, Sofitel. Designed by 

Bates Smart, the 12 level hotel features a day spa, gymnasium and rooftop infinity 
swimming pool, plus two restaurants, lounge bar, and a ballroom .



Delivering 
Specialised 
Capabilities.



Unlike many other construction companies we 
actually construct buildings, rather than simply 
project manage the process.  

We believe this specialised structure supports 
and promotes expertise in each of the key areas 
of the construction business, allowing us to 
leverage specialist skills and deliver exceptional 
value for our customers.

Employing over 1000 of the industry’s 
most experienced and innovative 
construction designers, engineers, 
tradespeople and professional staff, 
Hickory has built a reputation for 
exceptional self-sufficient construction 
services.  

Self-performing of over 60% of the 
work on our construction projects, 
(including structure, carpentry and 
façade) enables Hickory greater control 
over the project’s cost and schedule and 
minimises the significant risks associated 
with subcontracting the majority of 
construction, particularly on complex tall 
building projects.

• Communication & Collaboration

• Financial Control & Value Management 

• Optimised Construction Programmes 

• Design Development & Integration

• Superior Quality Control

• Shorter Supply Chain

• Minimised Risk

Benefits of the Hickory  
self-sufficient model 

HICKORY GROUP

FIT OUT 
& JOINERY

CRANE 
OPERATIONS

STRUCTURES
DIGITAL DESIGN & 

ENGINEERING

LOGISTICS &
TRANSPORT

HICKORY 
BUILDING 
SYSTEMS

BATHROOM 
PODS

FAÇADES

PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER
CARE

Hickory Technologies 
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Project builders, 
not project 
managers.
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Hickory 
Structures.
Specialising in concrete structures and 
formwork, Hickory’s dedicated structures 
team includes surveyors, scaffolders, 
concreters, steel fixers, riggers, 
carpenters and labourers.  

Incorporated into the construction team, 
structures gives the added confidence 
of being involved from specification right 
through to pour, formwork and quality 
control. 

Employing a peak workforce of 300 
employees, Hickory Structures regularly 
achieves 4-day pour cycles on projects. 
And because we also own all of our own 
formwork equipment, including panellised 
systems for slab and wall formwork, 
single-sided formwork, column formwork 
and safety gear, we have far greater 
control over project costs.

 ■ 300 strong dedicated 
structures workforce 

 ■ Regular 4-day pour 
cycles

 ■ Hickory owned 
formwork equipment

 ■ Structures team 
involved from 
specification through 
to pour, formwork and 
QC

 ■ Own experienced 
team of surveyors, 
scaffolders, concreters, 
steel fixers, riggers, 
carpenters and 
labourers
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Hickory 
Façades.
A dedicated internationally experienced 
façade manager, a skilled façade install 
team and a Chinese-based procurement 
officer allow Hickory to deliver exceptional 
quality and savings to our clients. We 
have an established supply chain, 
procuring façades, windows and curtain 
wall through direct relationships with 
large-scale offshore suppliers. 

Our façade manager has over 30 years 
experience in the construction industry 
and possesses an unrivalled knowledge 
of steel, aluminium, curtain wall, window 
and façade design, fabrication and 
installation. 

 ■ 60 person façade 
install team

 ■ Design, procurement, 
fabrication and 
installation all handled 
internally 

 ■ Direct offshore 
procurement 

 ■ Established supply 
chain 

 ■ Façades installed right 
up to the screens

 ■ Optimised construction 
sequence

Opera Apartments, Melbourne  
At nearly Opera features an iconic, bent glass facade that 
sweeps across 19 levels. The development inlcudes 228 

luxury residentail apartments with extensive resident facilities 
including a private dining  room, wine cellar, pool and gym.
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Cranes, 
Logistics & 
Transport.
Crane Operations is another sophisticated 
speciality division that combines the 
professional expertise of more than 30 
crane drivers, riggers and engineers with 
a substantial crane hire business. 

Our crane specialists are integrated 
into Hickory’s project team from the 
tender and design stages through to 
the completion of a project, streamlining 
Hickory’s project and site establishment 
and ensuring works progress according 
to schedule.

Own fleet of: 
 ■ Cranes
 ■ Alimaks
 ■ Semis
 ■ Elevated work platforms
 ■ Scissor lifts
 ■ Booms
 ■ Man & material hoists
 ■ Power tools 
 ■ Access plant

In line with our objective to be independent 
and self-perform where we see market 
opportunity, we also own a significant 
portion of major construction plant and 
equipment, including cranes, alimaks, 
scissor lifts, booms, hoists, elevated 
work platforms and other access plant, 
as well as a significant transport fleet.

By servicing our projects using Hickory 
owned equipment and trucks, we are 
able to react quickly to project needs and 
avoid the costly expenditure of procuring 
equipment or delivery services at short 
notice.
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Joinery & 
Fitout.
Hickory has proven experience in 
construction fit-out, having delivered 
several thousand apartments to date. 

We have established a reputation as 
high quality, boutique fitout specialists, 
working together as a cohesive unit to 
provide the best results on any given 
project. 

Our fitout and finishes managers take 
a proactive role to deliver outstanding 
results, and possess specialist hands-
on knowledge in design, project 
management and various trade 
disciplines.

 ■ Award-winning luxury 
developments 

 ■ 35 general carpenters  
 ■ Experienced fitout & 
finishes managers 

 ■ Streamlined handover 
management program
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Banksia, Docklands
Banksia is an 18 level residential tower highlighted by striking architecture inspired by the 

native Australian Banksia flower, replicated in the curved structure and circlet-crown façade.   
Hickory delivered repeat client MAB Corporation cost savings and program efficiencies 

across the project’s façade, joinery and basement structural design.   



Bathroom 
Pods.
Sync by Hickory bathroom pods are 
manufactured in our factory on a 
subassembly line and are then installed 
and connected on arrival onsite. 
Removing the need to construct and 
assemble bathrooms onsite provides 
numberous advantages in trade 
management, logistics coordination, 
traffic management and consistent quality. 
Completing bathroos to completion 
off-site whilst onsite construction work 
continues can also cut project programs 
by up to 30%. 

As the bathrooms are prefabricated, fully 
fitted, finished and tested in the factory 
pre-installation, defects are virtually 
eliminated at project completion, offering 
superior quality. 

With the ability to customise designs, 
Sync bathroom pods can be built to suit 
any floor plan, design or finish. 

With the ability to cusotmise designs, 
Sync bathroom pods can be buit to suit 

any floor plan, design or finish. 

Sync bathroom pods are suited to a 
range of project types including: 

• Aged care residences

• Retirement villages

• Hospitals

• Hotels

• Apartments

• Schools

Galleria, Midnight Hotel, Holiday Inn 
Express and Atira La Trobe Street Student 
Accommodation are some examples 
of recent Hickory projects where Sync 
bathroom pods were installed. 

Sync by Hickory also subcontract to 
manufacture, supply and install bathroom 
pods for other builders. 
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Hickory Building 
Systems.
In addition to our exceptional conventional construction capabilities, Hickory also 
manufactures building componentry off-site. 

Hickory Building Systems (HBS) is an innovative, integrated structural system 
using prefabricated building components, which accelerates high-rise construction 
programs by up to 50%, minimising material and energy waste, whilst maximising 
quality and safety.

HBS is an integrated structural system using prefabricated building components 
such as concrete floors, walls, bathroom pods and facade that are all pre-assembled 
at the purpose-built Sync manufacturing site. Once these pre-assembled modules 
are transported and installed onsite, the integrated system locks into place, offering 
exceptional structural stability and enables fit-out to quickly progress behind the 
protection and safety of the pre-attached facade. 
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Hickory Building Systems Conventional Construction
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Collins House, Melbourne
Collins House is world’s 4th slimmest tower set on a site footprint of 480sqm, with an 11 metre 

wide frontage. The building cantilevers 4.5 metres at level 15, increasing the floor space by 35%. 
HBS reduced the construction program to 30 months, down from 40 months.
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HBS blends the best 
of manufacturing 
and construction 
technology, processes 
and personnel to 
deliver our clients an 
innovative, turn-key 
building solution for 
high-rise projects.



Façade is pre-attached 
in the factory and aligns 
precisely when structural 
units are installed on site

Bathroom pod fully enclosed 
and fitted with services, 
lighting and wall finishes

Scalable, 
interchangeable 
componentry allows 
for flexible floor plates 
and can adapt to any 
architectural design 

The lighter building structure 
of HBS enables Hickory to 
build on sites that could 
not withstand the weight 
of a conventional building 
approach

Potential to add 
several levels to high-
rise projects without 
compromising internal 
ceiling height due to 
system floor-to-floor 
advantages

The building process begins with an 
engineered concrete floor, integrated 
Sync bathroom pods and a pre-attached 
building façade that is constructed off-
site in a production line environment. 

The basic structural architecture has 
been designed to be scalable with 
occupancies that can span across 
multiple modules to generate generous 
floor spaces, and has the flexibility to 
provide almost limitless spatial layouts.

By using a series of predesigned, 
interchangeable componentry, the 
Hickory System can be scaled from 
low rise to high rise, from large to small 
aspect ratio as required - translating 
system flexibility into cost efficiency.

By taking the majority of the building structure 
offsite, HBS is able to deliver a time efficient 
and environmentally sustainable alternative to 
traditional construction.
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Safety risk of falling people or 
objects virtually eliminated as 
structure arrives to site already 
enclosed in the pre-installed 
building façade 

The HBS ProcessAtira La Trobe Street Student 
Accommodation
At 150m high, this is the world’s tallest 
prefabricated student accommodation 
building. HBS technology allows 
prefabricated buildings to be constructed to 
greater heights



Hickory  
Projects.



With over 29 years of experience in the 
creation of vertical communities, Hickory  
has developed an unrivalled knowledge  
of multi-unit construction and extensive  
self-performance capabilities to 
ensure our tower projects consistently 
outperform on measures of time, cost 
and quality. 
Our success is built on:

• Expertise in construction value 
management and significant 
procurement capabilities

• Established offshore supply-
chain process, particularly for 
windows, curtain walls and 
façades

1 Collins House, Melbourne  
60 level project using HBS 
construction.

2 Holiday Inn Express, 
Melbourne
23 level hotel constructed with 
HBS.

3 Conservatory, Melbourne
42 level project.

4 La Trobe Student 
Accommodation, Melbourne
43 level student accom project 
using HBS.

5 The Fifth, Melbourne
50 level residential tower.

6 La Trobe Tower, Melbourne
60 level project using HBS 
construction

7 568 Collins, Melbourne
Completed 2015.  
69 level tower in central CBD.

8 Fulton Lane, Melbourne 
Twin towers for SP Setia  
delivered 2 months early.

9 Vogue, South Yarra
31 level building of 498 apartments
delivered 6 months early.

1

5 6

High-rise 
Projects.

• Standardised and documented 
construction processes to 
mitigate risk; from initial project 
feasibility, to project start up, 
site establishment, building 
works and client handover

• Self-performance capabilities 
including structures, façades, 
carpentry, plant hire, design 
and engineering, bathroom 
manufacturing and crane 
logistics. This enables us 
to maintain control over our 
projects and substantially flex-
up our workforce at short notice 
when required.
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8 97
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Claremont Manor, South Yarra NewQuay, Docklands

Central South Yarra

Banksia, DocklandsFitout Projects.
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Hickory is honoured to have been 
recognised by our peers and the industry 
for the quality of our work. 

• Council on Tall Buildngs 
& Urban Habitat 2019 
Construction Award, La Trobe 
Student Accommodation, 
Melbourne.

• International Property Awards 
2019/20 Best Mixed Use 
Development, Sky One, Box Hill

• Urban Development Institute 
of Australia (Victoria) 2018 
Award for Best High Density 
Development, Banksia, New 
Quay

• Concrete Institute of Australia 
2017 Award for Excellence,  
La Trobe Tower, Melbourne 

Banksia,  New Quay

• Asia Pacific Property Awards 
2017 - Best Australian 
Residential High-Rise 
Development, Central, South 
Yarra

• Engineers Australia (Vic) 2016 
High Commendation, Buildings 
& Structures, La Trobe Tower 

• Asia Pacific Property Awards 
2016 - Australian Residential 
High-Rise Development - Highly 
Commended, ILK, South Yarra

• Urban Development Institute of 
Australia’s (Vic) 2015 Award for 
Best High Density Development, 
ILK, South Yarra

• BRW Top 50 Most Innovative 
Companies 2013 & 2014

• Victorian State Government 
Large Manufacturer of the Year, 
2015 (HBS/Sync)

• City of Port Phillip 2014 Design 
Development Award, (Best New 
Development 6+ Storeys and 
Best Contribution to Urban Art), 
Fifty Albert, South Melbourne 

• Urban Development Institute of 
Australia (Victoria) 2013 Award 
for Excellence - High Density, 
Fifty Albert, South Melbourne

• HIA Annual Housing Top 100, 
No. 1 Multi-unit Builder from 
2009 to 2012

• Urban Development Institute of 
Australia (Victoria) 2011 Judges 
Award for Excellence, The 
Nicholson, Coburg

• Property Council of Australia 
2010 Innovation and Excellence 
Award, Society, South Yarra 

La Trobe Tower, Melbourne Society, South Yarra

Central, South Yarra

Award Winning 
Projects.

Atira La Trobe Street Student Accommodation, Melbourne
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Fifty Albert, South Melbourne 



41X, Melbourne
41X, the headquarters for the Australian Institute of Architects Victorian Division, is the first commercial office 

building in Melbourne to target carbon neutrality over its 30 year operating life-span.

Commercial 
Projects.

449 Punt Road, Richmond
A-Grade five level office building with a three level underground car park,  

designed to achieve a 4-star NABERS energy efficiency rating.
38

Market Lane, South Melbourne
A Hickory development and construction, Market Lane comprises over 8,500m² of commercial office space across a striking 
design. Features include extensive interior and exterior landscaping, 5 star NABERS rating and high-tech building amenities.

Leicester Street, Carlton
Contemporary 10 storey commercial building incorporating sustainable initiatives to 
improve community amenity, thermal mass, acoustics and energy efficiency.
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Management 
Systems.



Quality Systems, 
Quality Product.
The Hickory Group has developed a 
comprehensive Quality Management 
system that complies with ISO 
9001:2008.

The system has been designed to ensure 
that Hickory complies with all applicable 
legislation and provides employees, 
contractors and customers with 
transparent processes and procedures 
to maintain quality standards and 
production values.

As a builder of numerous high-profile 
projects around Australia, Hickory are 
known as a multi-skilled contractor with 
an in depth understanding of compliance 
management. We have a successful 
track record in managing Building Code 
and Australian Standard compliance 
and have standardized our construction 
processes to ensure all team members 
follow best practice processes for defect 
management, safety management and 
environmental management.

Hickory’s state of the art, web based, 
company intranet system, The Hickory 
Way Toolbox, ensures that all employees 
have immediate access to procedures, 
legislation and the most up to date 
standard forms that back up all Quality, 
Safety and Environmental procedures.

Hickory have built many iconic residential, 
commercial, retail and entertainment projects. 
We are recognised as a leader in the future 
of Australia’s multi-unit urban development, 
specialising in the creation of “vertical 
communities” that promote, engage and enrich 
community life.

Vogue, South Yarra
At 30 stories above a podium and  45,000 square metres, Vogue has made a strong impact 
on Melbourne’s Southern skyline.  Comprising 498 apartments and extensive retail, Hickory 

delivered the $105 million project 6 months ahead of schedule.
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Because we work like a family, nothing 
is more important than the wellbeing and 
safety of our employees, our contractors, 
our customers and the community.  

We have developed strict processes 
and protection systems to ensure the 
safe containment of materials, tools 
and workers on all projects, and the 
protection of adjoining property is a key 
area of focus for our teams. 

In 2009 the Hickory Safety System 
was certified to AS/NZS 4801:2001 
Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System and in 2011 it 
was certified to the Office of The Federal 
Safety Commission OHS Accreditation 
Scheme.

Our “Think Act Safe” program has 
been developed to ensure we manage 
our project according to the highest 
standards of health and safety best 
practice in the construction industry. 

As well as a comprehensive management 
system including detailed project specific 
risk assessments, contractor reviews, 
task observations and a comprehensive 
injury management program, it also 
includes:

• Hickory Company Induction 
course attended by all 
employees

• Site specific inductions for 
workers on all projects

• Unique in-house Safety 
Leadership Training Program 

• Safety Team that includes a Site 
Safety Officer allocated to every 
project 

• Comprehensive Site Safety 
Plan developed for every 
project, reflecting the individual 
requirements of each client.

Hickory is committed to the continuous 
improvement of our safety processes and 
has established an extensive statistical 
database to map our progress.

Safe Projects, 
Safe People.
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Leaving a sustainable 
legacy 

Environmental 
Management Systems 

At Hickory we build today, for a 
sustainable tomorrow. 

This is evident in the way we integrate 
environmental planning up front into 
every project we take on, from the 
energy saving and environmentally safe 
alternative materials we select, to the 
subcontractors and waste recycling 
contractors we appoint to each of 
our projects. It is also evident in the 
development of our Environmental 
Management System that complies with 
AS/NZS 14001:2004 and Eco Warranty 
2010 – Environmental Management 
Systems.

Hickory recycles up to 90% of 
construction-generated waste across 
the Group and is working to increase this 
figure each year in order to demonstrate 
that Australia’s built environment can 
evolve and grow with a minimised impact 
on the natural environment.

Our comprehensive, site-specific 
Environmental Management Plans 
(EMPS) ensure all project stakeholders 
have sufficient knowledge and 
appreciation of environmental issues on 
our projects to ensure: 

• Environmental impacts 
associated with our activities are 
minimised

• Activities are compliant with 
environmental laws, policies and 
procedures

• Adequate training on 
environmental awareness is 
provided

• Formal reporting and 
document control systems are 
implemented

• Best practice environmental 
management is followed 
and continual improvement 
is implemented across our 
processes.

Minimise Waste, 
Maximise 
Sustainability.

41X, Melbourne
Australian Institute of Architects Headquarters

The first commercial office building in Melbourne to target carbon neutrality over its 30 year 
operating life-span, 41X also achieved a 5-star Green Star design rating through its waste 

management systems, transport strategies and use of sustainable building materials.
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Hickory Group Australia

www.hickory.com.au

@HickoryGroup

Hickory GroupHickory Group (Aus)

@hickorygroup
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